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1. Introduction 
Voice disorders due to trauma (e.g., intubation injuries, vocal abuse) and disease (e.g., dysplasia, cancer, recurrent 
respiratory papillomatosis, nodules, polyps, and scar) are currently evaluated in otolaryngology clinics using endoscopic 
imaging techniques such as videostroboscopy [1] or high-speed videoendoscopy (HSV) [2]. Clinicians couple these visual 
observations of vocal fold tissue motion with auditory-perceptual judgments of voice quality as part of a comprehensive 
assessment of the health and function of the larynx during phonation [3]. Endoscopic imaging, however, only provides two-
dimensional (2D) spatial information and thus only quantifies the lateral tissue motion, critically lacking vertical axis 
information. Various high-speed imaging techniques have attempted to capture vocal fold surface motion during phonation 
in three spatial dimensions [4–6]; however, they either lack adequate spatial resolution or have not been validated in vivo. 
In this paper, we present a dual modality imaging approach, where optical coherence tomography (OCT) imaging augments 
HSV by providing the missing depth information. OCT quantitatively measures the vertical motion of the vocal fold surface 
during phonation with micron scale resolution. Furthermore, it also provides the subsurface structural morphology to depth 
to at least 1.5 mm.  Therefore, the combination of these two modalities within the same instrument seems to be a suitable 
approach for examining the pathology of the vocal folds. 
 
2. Methods 
A common optical imaging path swept source OCT/high speed video (SSOCT/HSV) endoscopy instrument was developed 
and used on an ex vivo study on excised animal tissue 
specimens. A simplified schematic of the instrument is 
shown in Figure 1.  

The OCT component of the system uses a swept 
source (SS) approach. The light source (Santec) operates 
at a scan rate of 20 kHz, while providing a broad 
spectrum light with a 3dB bandwidth of 100 nm at a 
center wavelength of 1310 nm. This enables subsurface 
tissue imaging with an axial resolution better than 10 m. A fiber optic interferometer and a balance detector 
are used to generate interference fringes, by combining 
the retro-reflected light from the imaged sample with 
that from a mirror, placed in the reference arm of the interferometer. A constructive interference occurs when the path-
length difference between the two arms of the interferometer is within the coherence range of the light source.  Each 
wavelength sweep of the light source is thus used to 
generate what is called an OCT A-scan. An individual A-
scan is thus used to generate a sample reflectivity profile. 
The A-scan signals from the balanced detector are fed to 
a custom built FPGA module that acquires data when 
receives A-scan triggers from a custom-designed trigger 
circuit. These triggers are sent only when a signal from 
the vocal fold pressure sensor are detected, such that each 
full movement cycle of the vocal folds, also called 
phonation cycle, is  digitized on a reasonable number of 
points (N>10). The same triggers are fed to the HSV 
camera, enabling a perfect temporal correlation of the 
OCT and HSV data. The digitized signals are sent 
through a camera link interface to a frame grabber (NI 

Fig. 2. OCT-HSV instrument. Setup showing (a) the OCT probe head mounted on 
the high-speed camera for co-linear imaging through a rigid endoscope and (b) the 
ex vivo calf larynx being imaged. 
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Figure 1. Simplified schematic of the SSOCT/HSV instrument 



1430), and then the acquired data are transferred to a graphic processing unit, which enables real time  processing and 
display the OCT images. The HSV component of the system constitutes a Phantom v7.3 color camera (Vision Research 
Inc., Wayne, NJ), typically set to record at 5000 frames per second at a spatial resolution of 128 x 128 pixels. A photograph 
of the experimental setup for imaging airflow-driven phonation of an ex vivo calf larynx is shown in Figure 2. Special 
attention has been paid to the temporal synchronization of OCT and HSV data during a phonation cycle. Therefore, we used 
a pressure sensor which detects the motion of the vocal folds, such the OCT A-scans and HSV images are synchronously 
acquired over the entire period of a single vibratory cycle. For a typical phonating frequency of 100 to 200 Hz, at least 10 
OCT scans are acquired per each HSV frame. The 3D OCT data set provides the necessary lateral and depth information 
needed to correlate the HSV frames and augument them with the depth info, such that a 3D video image is reconstructed.  
3. Results Measurements on vibrating calf vocal folds were performed combining OCT and HSV data. Both static anatomical images 
and dynamic images (10 phases during a phonation cycles) were recorded.  Figure 3 shows the 3D reconstruction of the 
vocal fold surface at rest with an axial area of 10 mm x 10 mm and imaging depth of 3.5 mm, while Figure 4 shows the 
vertical position of the vocal fold surface during a phonation cycle. The depth information provided by OCT was used to 
reconstruct the HSV data in a 3D format. A representative 3D HSV frame is shown in Fig. 5. The 3D coordinates are used 
to provide a 3D surface contour for the HSV frames to enable 4D visualization of vocal fold kinematics. 
 

 

 
4. Conclusions 
In conclusion, we have preliminarily tested a novel imaging modality combining optical coherence tomography (OCT) and 
high-speed videoendoscopy (HSV) to image laryngeal motion at high speeds and retrieve the 4D data showing the 3D 
movement of the vocal folds in time. This technology has the potential to enable a more in depth analysis of irregularities 
in vocal fold vibration. If successful, this technology will provide the otolaryngologists in the future with a novel tool for 
more reliable assessment of the vocal folds pathology and function.  
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Fig. 4 Preliminary data displaying co-registered images acquired using swept-
source OCT and HSV imaging modalities. The OCT beam scan path is indicated by 
a red dashed line. Scale bar: 1 mm. 

 
Fig.5. 3D HSV frame reconstructed 
based on OCT depth information  

 
Fig. 3. 3D reconstruction of 
vocal fold integrating OCT and 
HSV images while the larynx is 
at rest. 


